
Cardinal Bea Centre for Judaic Studies

Launching of Newsletter
EDITOR’S NOTE

Colleagues and friends: Greetings from Rome!
We are pleased to share with you the launch-

ing of the first issue of a NEWSLETTER from the
Cardinal Bea Centre for Judaic Studies at the
Pontifical Gregorian University. 

In this issue, our short reflective article, by Dr.
Maria Brutti, focuses on Cardinal Augustin Bea,
the main architect of the Vatican II document,
“Nostra Aetate”. 

The person of Cardinal Bea was the inspira-
tion for the beginnings of the Cardinal Bea Centre
and his life continues to inspire Jews and
Christians alike worldwide.

This issue also provides information on: a.
exchange programs and professors, for example
with the Hebrew University in Jerusalem  and
diverse university-based Centres of Christian-
Jewish studies  such as the Center for Christian-
Jewish Learning at Boston College; b. courses,
including a stimulating course  presently
offered by the Brenninkmeijer-Werhahn
Visiting Professor, Daniel Boyarin, from the
University of California at Berkeley. A further
article by Bruna Velčić, of the Pontifical
Biblical Institute, presents her experience as a
Graduate Fellowship student at the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem. A brief reflection, by
Dr. Maurizio Mottolese,  presents some

highlights of  the challenging lecture of Prof. Jacob
Neusner.  All of these events and other initiatives
of the Cardinal Bea Centre can be viewed on our
website: www.unigre.it 

We plan to publish this NEWSLETTER on a
regular basis.  It will be available online and in
printed form in both English and Italian. If you
wish to regularly  receive the NEWSLETTER of
the Cardinal Bea Centre for Judaic Studies, please
send an e-mail to: judaicstudies@unigre.it

The NEWSLETTER recalls that the Cardinal
Bea Centre seeks to creatively use the scholarly
resources  of the Pontifical Gregorian University;
various other universities and Jewish Christian
Centres (such as SIDIC) to  foster mutual knowl-
edge of Christians and Jews at every level.

On behalf of the staff of
the Cardinal Bea Centre, I

wish to extend sincere
wishes of JOY and
PEACE to our
Jewish and Christian
sisters and brothers
who will be cele-
brating the festivals
of Passover  and
Easter  in the weeks

ahead.

Lucy Thorson, nds

FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK

The Cardinal Bea Centre
for Judaic Studies has been in
existence under its present
name since 2001. Its begin-
nings, however, go back to an
initiative in 1978 by Cardinal
Carlo Maria Martini, who was
then Rector of the Pontifical
Gregorian University. Over these
past years, the Centre has grown and
developed considerably. For the past four
years it has offered courses in various fields of
Jewish Studies and of Jewish-Christian relations by
an international faculty of Jewish and Christian
scholars. These are integrated in the program of
the Institute for the Study of Religions and
Cultures, but are open to and attended by
Christian (not only Catholic), Jewish, and Muslim
students from the various academic units of the
University, in particular the Faculty of Theology.
They are also open to auditors from outside the
University. 

The Cardinal Bea Centre wishes
to be a place where Catholic and
other students from different parts
of the world can find a serious and
hospitable learning environment in
which to pursue the study of
Judaism, Christian-Jewish relations,

and interreligious dialogue.
In addition to our courses, the

Centre’s task involves a host of other
activities, some of which are briefly

described in the pages of this newsletter. In
particular, the cooperation with other academic
institutions is enriching for all involved.

All these activities would not be possible with-
out the generous support we have received in
many different ways. It is with a sense of gratitude
and of responsibility to those whose vision has
made the Centre possible, to all those who have so
generously assisted us, and to those who are inter-
ested in the Centre’s activities, that we are launch-
ing this newsletter. I am particularly grateful to Sr.
Lucy Thorson, nds, for having accepted to take on
the task of editor.

Joseph SieversCA
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Died on 16 November 1968 in Rome, Italy.

Significant dates in the life of Cardinal Bea

“Writing  a biography of Augustin Bea means writing
a part of our history and going over a period that was cru-
cial for the Church as it received fresh life with the breath
of the Second Vatican Council. And remembering always
means making the person we are recalling present again in
our midst”.

In 1986, with these words Cardinal Johannes
Willebrands presented the book by Stjepan Schmidt,
private secretary to Cardinal Bea, eighteen years after his
death. The title of the book, Augustin Bea: The Cardinal
of Unity (Engl. Trans., New York 1992), was intended to
emphasise that unity was his specific mission.

When Cardinal Bea became first Cardinal and then
President of the Secretariat for Christian Unity he made
the following declaration:  “In God’s plan, my whole life
has been a preparation for this mission. I could not do
what I have to do today if I had not held such a variety
of positions and responsibilities” (Schmidt 1992: 10).

Schmidt’s biography is, to date, the most complete.
I will make reference to this account to briefly underline
some aspects of Bea’s activities and personality which
appear to be most strongly related to the presence of a
Centre for Jewish Studies at the Pontifical Gregorian
University that bears his name.

Bea’s mission is manifested, particularly in the work
he carried out before, during and after the Second
Vatican Council. He was called by Pope John XXIII to
be involved in the ecumenical aspects of the preparation
of the Council. He was active in different areas:  the
preparation of Council documents, the creation of a
network of relations  with representatives of different
faith communities and finally he made a significant con-
tribution to spreading ecumenism. The quantity of Bea’s
publications, lectures, press releases, and meetings with
the Press before, during and after the Council, almost up
to the time of his death, was incredible; even more
incredible when one takes his advanced age  into
account (Schmidt 1992: 756-775).

A very special aspect of this activity concerned the
work on the document that would in 1965 become the
Conciliar Declaration  Nostra Aetate, especially with its
paragraph 4 concerning the relationship between the
Church and Judaism. Shortly after a meeting with Jules
Isaac, Pope John XXIII had asked Bea to take up this
matter. Hence, Bea,  who was an exegete, professor of
Old Testament for forty years, and an expert in Jewish
literature, devoted himself to this task as if this were a
personal vocation.  This vocation would gradually
mature and deepen.   

The long and complex process that led to the real-
isation of this document is described by Schmidt (1992:
500-535) and has been referred to in other more recent
works. One example is the essay by Alberto Melloni
“Nostra Aetate and the Discovery of the Sacrament of
Otherness”, originally part of a  lecture series of the
Cardinal Bea Centre to be published in the fall of 2007:
The Catholic Church and the Jewish People Since Vatican
II: Reflections from Rome (New York: Fordham
University Press). 

Cardinal Bea’s untiring efforts and involvement in

conciliation are unanimously highlighted. But I would
like to reflect, above all, on what motivated him to do all
this, and on his “personal vocation”. 

In a Conference to the Sisters of Sion, remember-
ing their “particular vocation”, Bea underlined how the
question of relations with the Jews was “obviously,
something both familiar and dear to me”.  In the outline
of the foundations of their vocation, Bea recalled his
own personal experience, which had been based on
study, on a spiritual life and on apostolic work.  (A. Bea,
Conference to the General Chapter of the Sisters of Sion,
January 15, 1964 <www.sidic.org>).  He encouraged the
sisters to study the Hebrew Bible, to a continuous and
meditative reading of it and also to understand Jewish
history, at least in a general way, after the time of Christ,
as well as the attitude of the Church and the Popes to
the Jews. 

Bible study and research nourished all of Augustin
Bea’s life.  But in the context of ecumenical activity in
his later years this became a sacred commitment, carried
out  with complete dedication. This dedication directed
him, on the one hand towards roads that called for a
deep renewal of the Church, on the other hand to keep
intact his fidelity to this Church. This apparent contra-
diction between the two positions which led to him
being defined paradoxically as a “conservative reformer”
(Schmidt 1992: 722) can be resolved in the unity of his
charismatic personality.

In Bea’s deep faithfulness to the Church one can see
his  faithfulness to the spirituality of the Society of Jesus
to which he belonged, in that particular hallmark of the
Constitutions of St. Ignatius according to which the
human person is an instrument in God’s hand, but
always a living, intelligent and free instrument.  He felt
that he was “in the hands of Christ and thus of the
Church, in which Christ himself lives and works”
(Schmidt 1992: 747-748).

Some of Bea’s recommendations are still the basis of
the relationship between the Church and Judaism.  It is,
therefore, even more significant to consider the way in
which he conceived the dialogue:  

“Cooperate with any initiative which aims at improv-
ing relations between Christians and Jews (…) collaborate
with the Jews themselves in a thoroughly friendly way, in
the affirmation of religious and moral values (….)
Whenever possible, try also on a friendly level to speak
about religious matters with the Jews. But, and I state this
formally, only on condition that you have a good enough
theological background (…). We must never practice false
irenism, i.e. dilute the truth. We must proclaim the truth as
it is, prudently and with absolute respect for the conscience
of others” (General Chapter: Sisters of Sion, 1964).

It has been said that by looking at the Cardinal’s
face, even at a distance, one discovers the face of the
Catholic Church. A face, “which he presented from its
most attractive side.”  (Schmidt 1992: 719).

It is this face that the Cardinal Bea Centre for
Judaic Studies at the Pontifical Gregorian University
intends to make reference to. 

Maria Brutti
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Cardinal Augustin Bea
the Architect of Nostra Aetate

28 May 1881
Born in
Riedboehringen,
Baden, Germany

1912
Ordained to the
priesthood in the
Jesuit Order

1917-1921
Professor of Sacred
Scripture,
Valkenburg, Holland

1924-1928

Professor of Biblical
Theology at the
Pontifical Gregorian
University, Rome

1924-1959
Professor at the
Pontifical Biblical
Institute, Rome

1930-1949
Rector of the
Pontifical Biblical
Institute

1959
Created Cardinal
(December 14)

1960

Appointed President
of the Secretariat for
Promoting Christian
Unity

Cardinal Augustin Bea
Photo Courtesy of SIDIC 
(Service International Documentation Judéo-Chrétienne)

SCHOLARLY 

CONSULTATION

In October 2006 the
Cardinal Bea Centre with the
Center for Christian-Jewish
Learning of Boston College,

the Cardinal Joseph
Bernardin Center of Catholic
Theological Union, Chicago,

and the Katholieke
Universiteit Leuven, Belgium, 

co-sponsored the
International Theological

Consultation

“Christ and the
Jewish People”

http://www.bc.edu/research/cjl
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Visiting Professorship 2006-2007
Brenninkmeijer-Werhahn Visiting Professor at the Pontifical Gregorian University

Prof. Daniel Boyarin, University of California at Berkeley
The Son of Man and the Jewish Matrix of Christianity

Richard and Susan Master Visiting Professor at the Pontifical Gregorian University
Prof. Burton Visotzky, The Jewish Theological Seminary, New York
“Polemics of Departure” or “Creative Engagement”? 
Rabbinic Judaism and Christianity in their First Five Centuries

Brenninkmeijer-Werhahn Lecture
- at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 

Prof. Craig Morrison, Pontifical Biblical Institute, Rome
The Hebrew Bible without the Jews in the Writings of Ephrem the Syrian

- at the Pontifical Gregorian University, 
Dr. Brouria Bitton-Ashkelony, Hebrew University of  Jerusalem
Pilgrimage in Judaism and Early Christianity

Highlights of Challenging International Lecture
On 23rd January, the Pontifical Gregorian University had the honour

to present a lecture by Jacob Neusner, one of the most famous and impor-
tant scholars in the field of Rabbinic Judaism. This lecture, organized by
the Cardinal Bea Centre for Judaic Studies, was devoted to “Theological
Foundations of Tolerance in Classical Judaism”. Neusner’s main purpose
was to verify if, and to what extent, an attitude to religious tolerance
stems from the essential pivots of Biblical and Rabbinic theology. After a
careful perusal of the sources, Neusner came to a negative conclusion:
while classical Judaism provides open eschatological views, embracing all
humanity in the acknowledgement of the One God at the end of days, it
does not contain theological foundations for tolerating other religions in
the here and now. It is therefore evident that, in later epochs, Christianity
and Islam represented a challenge to Jewish traditional patterns of
thought.

Maurizio Mottolese

Special Events 2006-2007
Public Lectures and Panels

• 15 November 2006 - Prof. Guy Stroumsa, Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
Cultural Dynamics Between Christians and Jews in Late Antiquity

• 16 January, 2007 - On the occasion of the Day of Judaism (see: www.sidic.org) 
Rabbi Roberto Della Rocca, Union of Italian Jewish Communities
Fr. Michael Maier, Academy for the Theology of the People of God
The Second Commandament and the Worship of New Idols

• 23 January, 2007 - Prof. Jacob Neusner, Bard College, New York 
Theological Foundations of Tolerance in Classical Judaism

Prof. Daniel Boyarin

Prof. Jacob Neusner

Collaboration with the 

Collegio Rabbinico Italiano

Public Lecture by

Prof. Daniel Boyarin
University of California,

Berkeley

Religious Connections

Between Babylonian Rabbis

and Cappadocian Heretics in

the Fourth Century

Dr. Brouria Bitton-Ashkelony

FURTHER 

COLLABORATION 

IN JERUSALEM

Course in September 2007

“Jewish Identity and 

Diversity through the ages”

Course at the Bat Kol Institute

“Excavating the Book of Exodus:

the Parashah and the Haftarah”

• Mrs. Gisèle d’Ally van Waterschoot van der Gracht
• American Jewish Committee (AJC)
• Mr. Hubert Brenninkmeijer and Mrs. Aldegonde

Brenninkmeijer-Werhahn
• Mr. Jean and Mrs. Deborah Brunel
• Catholic Near East Welfare Association (CNEWA)

• Mr. Robert and Mrs. Suzanne Chute
• Mr. Robert Gordon
• Mr. Richard and Mrs. Susan Master
• Schult’z s.a.
• Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Silverman
• The Skirball Foundation

Thanks
In addition to our institutional sponsors and co-sponsors we would like to thank the following:

The Cardinal Bea Centre for Judaic Studies wishes to sincerely thank all who have cooperated 
with the Centre in the past years. We are very grateful for your generous support.



Some of the courses and seminars offered are:

• Introduction to Judaism 
• Introduction to Rabbinic Literature
• Introduction to Jewish Liturgy
• Jewish Holidays 
• Dead Sea Scrolls and Rabbinic Judaism 
• Pre-modern Jewish Exegesis
• Judaism in the Second Temple Period
• Ancient Jewish Texts outside the Hebrew

Bible
• Holocaust Memoirs
• Jewish Thinkers after the Shoah
• History of Jewish-Christian Relations
• The Catholic Church and the Jewish People:

From Vatican II to the Present Day
• Modern Hebrew
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Courses and Seminars

A class by Rabbi Benedetto Carucci Viterbi, during his course on

the Jewish Holidays.

To obtain additional 
information concerning the
Cardinal Bea Centre and its

activities or to be added to our
mailing list, please contact:

Cardinal Bea Centre 
for Judaic Studies

Pontifical Gregorian University
Piazza della Pilotta, 4

00187 Rome

Tel. +39/06-6701-5522
judaicstudies@unigre.it

www.unigre.it 

Joseph Sievers, Director
Lucy Thorson, Program Development

Flavia Galiani, Secretary

FELLOWSHIP HOLDERS 2006-2007
(Applications for 2007-2008 see website www.unigre.it)

Brenninkmeijer-Werhahn Fellowship at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Bruna Velčić, Croatia - Fr. Anh Nhue Ngyuen, Vietnam

Skirball Fellowship for the Study of Christianity at the Pontifical Gregorian University
Eva Palmieri, Pont. Greg. University - Samuele Rocca, Bar Ilan University

PUBLIC LECTURE SERIES COURSE
1st semester 2007-2008

Jewish-Christian Relations of the past and
Challenges of the Future

Graduate Fellowship Student at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Thanks to a fellowship granted through the

cooperation between the Cardinal Bea Centre for
Judaic Studies and the Center for the Study of
Christianity, I have spent the Autumn Semester
2006/2007 at the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. During this semester I have been doing
research for my future PhD in biblical studies, and
in my opinion there is not a better place to study
the Bible than Jerusalem, where not only the aca-
demic environment but also the city itself brings
one back into the biblical world. Staying in
Jerusalem means living in a Hebrew speaking
environment, going to the synagogue and Shabbat
suppers, participating in Jewish religious feasts.
The language and the world of the Bible come to
life: it is a full immersion.

The University campus at Mount Scopus is a
very lively and pleasant environment: there are
cafès, shops, internet centers, libraries, a bookstore
and beautiful green areas. As for the academic
environment, the professors are very approachable
and informal and the classes are interactive, which
is highly motivating. Among the courses offered
by the Rothberg International school there are
Modern and Biblical Hebrew classes, as well as
courses in Jewish tradition or history.

But my stay in Jerusalem was much more
than that: it was a pilgrimage. I have spent
Christmas in Bethlehem, visited Nazareth and the
Sea of Galilee, walked down the Mount of Olives,
prayed at the Holy Sepulchre Church. I have
watched Orthodox Jews praying at the Wailing
wall, and Muslims hurrying to the Dome of the
Rock for their prayers. 

This was a pilgrimage for me, not only

because of the holy sites, but
because of the Holy Land’s
history, its present, its peo-
ple, its religions, cultures,
languages – a seeking of the
Lord’s face in the face of
each person I have met,
beyond all differences and
prejudices.

Though, because of the
existing differences, staying
in the Holy Land meant fac-
ing a difficult political situa-
tion and a reality of separation. In my eyes, this harsh reality seemed to vanish when the
muezzins called the faithful to pray from the minarets, as the siren marked the beginning
of Shabbat or the church bells announced the beginning of the holy mass. In moments like
these I thought that religion not only separates but also unites us, and Jerusalem is a sym-
bol of that unity, in spite of all the difficulties of human co-living. For this reason, spend-
ing a semester in Jerusalem has been extremely enriching for both my academic and my
personal life and I am profoundly grateful for having had this opportunity.

Bruna Velčić, Croatia

Bruna Velčić in Jerusalem

On 21st January a segment of

the programme A Sua Immagine

(“in His Own Image”) of RAI

UNO National Television, was

dedicated to Jewish-Christian

relations. In it the Cardinal Bea

Centre was featured alongside

Israel’s Ambassador to the Holy

See, H.E. Oded Ben-Hur (first

from right).


